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Ebook free Key facts english legal
system key facts law (2023)
key facts is the essential revision series for anyone studying law including llb ilex
and post graduate conversion courses the key facts series provides the simplest
and most effective way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to
pass your exams effortlessly key features include diagrams at the start of chapters
to summarise the key points structured heading levels to allow for clear recall of
the main facts charts and tables to break down more complex information new to
these editions is an improved text design making the books easier to read and the
facts easier to retain key facts books are supported by the website unlockingthelaw
co uk where you will find extensive revision materials including mcqs and key q as
the facts at your fingertips key facts provides the simplest and most effective way
for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to pass your exams
effortlessly key facts is the essential revision series for anyone studying law
including llb ilex and post graduate conversion courses the key facts series
provides the simplest and most effective way for you to absorb and retain the
essential facts needed to pass your exams effortlessly key features include
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diagrams at the start of chapters to summarise the key points structured heading
levels to allow for clear recall of the main facts charts and tables to break down
more complex information new to these editions is an improved text design making
the books easier read and the facts easier to retain key facts books are supported
by the website unlockingthelaw co uk where you will find extensive revision
materials including mcqs and key q as key facts is the essential revision series for
anyone studying law this informative third edition of employment law provides the
simplest and most effective way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts
associated with this specific area of law key facts is the essential revision series for
anyone studying law including llb ilex and post graduate conversion courses the
key facts series provides the simplest and most effective way for you to absorb and
retain the essential facts needed to pass your exams effortlessly key features
include diagrams at the start of chapters to summarise the key points structured
heading levels to allow for clear recall of the main facts charts and tables to break
down more complex information new to these editions is an improved text design
making the books easier to read and the facts easier to retain key facts books are
supported by the website unlockingthelaw co uk where you will find extensive
revision materials including mcqs and key q as the law at your fingertips key facts
has been specifically written for students studying law it is the essential revision
tool for a broad range of law courses from a level to degree level consumer law is
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also relevant to courses for trading standards officers and many business studies
courses the series is written and edited by an expert team of authors whose
experience means they know exactly what is required in a revision aid they include
examiners barristers and lecturers who have brought their expertise and
knowledge to the series to make it user friendly and accessible chapters include
the character of consumer contracts consumer protection in contract law contracts
for sale of goods unsolicited goods distance selling contracts to provide services
protection under the law of tort exemption clauses unfair terms in consumer
contracts the consumer protection act 1987 criminal law as a means of consumer
protection consumer finance trade descriptions act 1968 misleading proce
indications regulating advertising insurance holidays food key facts is the essential
revision series for anyone studying law including llb ilex and post graduate
conversion courses the key facts series provides the simplest and most effective
way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to pass your exams
effortlessly key features include diagrams at the start of chapters to summarise the
key points structured heading levels to allow for clear recall of the main facts
charts and tables to break down more complex information new to these editions is
an improved text design making the books easier to read and the facts easier to
retain key facts books are supported by the website unlockingthelaw co uk where
you will find extensive revision materials including mcqs and key q as key facts has
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been specifically written for students studying law this essential revision guide will
be suitable for all students taking jurisprudence at undergraduate level written
and edited by an expert team of authors whose experience means they know
exactly what is required in a revision aid they include examiners barristers and
lecturers they have brought their expertise and knowledge to the series to make it
user friendly and accessible key features include user friendly layout and style
diagrams charts and tables to illustrate key points summary charts at a basic level
followed by more detailed explanations to aid revision at every level pocket sized
and easily portable highly regarded authors jurisprudence includes natural law
legal positivism utilitarianism historical jurisprudence marxism sociology of law
legal realism critical legal studies concepts key facts has been specially written for
students studying law it is the essential revision tool for a broad range of law
courses the series is written and edited by an expert team of authors whose
experience means they know exactly what is required in a revision aid they include
examiners barristers and lecturers who have brought their expertise and
knowledge to the series to make it user friendly and accessible key features
include user friendly layout and style diagrams charts and tables to illustrate key
points summary charts at a basic level followed by more detailed explanations to
aid revision at every level pocket sized and easily portable highly regarded authors
key facts is the essential revision series for anyone studying law including llb ilex
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and post graduate conversion courses the key facts series provides the simplest
and most effective way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to
pass your exams effortlessly key features include diagrams at the start of chapters
to summarise the key points structured heading levels to allow for clear recall of
the main facts charts and tables to break down more complex information new to
these editions is an improved text design making the books easier to read and the
facts easier to retain key facts books are supported by the website unlockingthelaw
co uk where you will find extensive revision materials including mcqs and key q as
key facts key cases criminal law will ensure you grasp the main concepts of your
criminal law module with ease this book explains the facts and associated case law
for the important concepts of actus reus mens rea and strict liability the main fatal
and non fatal offences against the person a wide range of property offences
general defences the topics of participation and inchoate offences key facts key
cases is the essential series for anyone studying law at llb postgraduate and
conversion courses the series provides the simplest and most effective way to
absorb and retain all of the material essential for passing your exams each chapter
includes diagrams at the start of chapters to summarise key points structured
headings and numbered points to allow for clear recall of the essential points
charts and tables to break down more complex information chapters are also
supported by a key cases section which provides the simplest and most effective
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way to absorb and memorise essential cases needed for exam success essential
and leading cases are explained the style layout and explanations are user friendly
cases are broken down into key components by use of a clear system of symbols for
quick and easy visual recognition key facts is the essential revision series for
anyone studying law the key facts series provides the simplest and most effective
way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to pass your exams
effortlessly key features include diagrams at the start of chapters to summarise the
key points structured heading levels to allow for clear recall of the main facts
charts and tables to break down more complex information new to these editions is
an improved text design making the books easier read and the facts easier to
retain key facts is the essential revision series for anyone studying law including
llb ilex and post graduate conversion courses the key facts series provides the
simplest and most effective way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts
needed to pass your exams effortlessly key features include diagrams at the start
of chapters to summarise the key points structured heading levels to allow for
clear recall of the main facts charts and tables to break down more complex
information new to these editions is an improved text design making the books
easier to read and the facts easier to retain key facts books are supported by the
website unlockingthelaw co uk where you will find extensive revision materials
including mcqs and key q as key factsis the essential revision series for anyone
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studying law including llb ilex and post graduate conversion courses the key facts
series provides the simplest and most effective way for you to absorb and retain
the essential facts needed to pass your exams effortlessly key features include
diagrams at the start of chapters to summarise the key points structured heading
levels to allow for clear recall of the main facts charts and tables to break down
more complex information new to these editions is an improved text design making
the books easier read and the facts easier to retain key factsbooks are supported
by the website unlockingthelaw co uk where you will find extensive revision
materials including mcqs and key q as key facts is the essential revision series for
anyone studying law including llb ilex and post graduate conversion courses the
key facts series provides the simplest and most effective way for you to absorb and
retain the essential facts needed to pass your exams effortlessly key features
include diagrams at the start of chapters to summarise the key points structured
heading levels to allow for clear recall of the main facts charts and tables to break
down more complex information new to these editions is an improved text design
making the books easier to read and the facts easier to retain key facts books are
supported by the website unlockingthelaw co uk where you will find extensive
revision materials including mcqs and key q as key facts key cases contract law
will ensure you grasp the main concepts of your contract law module with ease this
book explains in concise and straightforward terms the rules regarding formation
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of contracts the contents of a contract vitiating factors factors which invalidate an
otherwise validly formed contract the rules on discharge of contractual obligations
available remedies key facts key cases is the essential series for anyone studying
law at llb postgraduate and conversion courses and professional courses such as
ilex the series provides the simplest and most effective way to absorb and retain all
of the material essential for passing your exams each chapter includes diagrams at
the start of chapters to summarise key points structured headings and numbered
points to allow for clear recall of the essential points charts and tables to break
down more complex information where relevant chapters also contain a key cases
section which provides the simplest and most effective way to absorb and
memorise essential cases needed for exam success essential and leading cases are
explained the style layout and explanations are user friendly cases are broken
down into key components by use of a clear system of symbols for quick and easy
visual recognition key facts key cases constitutional administrative law will ensure
you grasp the main concepts of your constitutional administrative law module with
ease this book explains the facts and associated case law for the european court of
human rights and the uk supreme court devolution human rights law eu
membership international law in the uk constitution key facts key cases is the
essential series for anyone studying law at llb postgraduate and conversion
courses the series provides the simplest and most effective way to absorb and
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retain all of the material essential for passing your exams each chapter includes
diagrams at the start of chapters to summarise key points structured headings and
numbered points to allow for clear recall of the essential points charts and tables
to break down more complex information chapters are also supported by a key
cases section which provides the simplest and most effective way to absorb and
memorise essential cases needed for exam success essential and leading cases are
explained the style layout and explanations are user friendly cases are broken
down into key components by use of a clear system of symbols for quick and easy
visual recognition the key cases series provides a portable and effective way for
you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to pass your exams effortlessly
key facts is the essential revision series for anyone studying law including llb ilex
and post graduate conversion courses the key facts series provides the simplest
and most effective way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to
pass your exams effortlessly key features include diagrams at the start of chapters
to summarise the key points structured heading levels to allow for clear recall of
the main facts charts and tables to break down more complex information new to
these editions is an improved text design making the books easier read and the
facts easier to retain key facts books are supported by the website unlockingthelaw
co uk where you will find extensive revision materials including mcqs and key q as
key facts is the essential revision series for anyone studying law including llb ilex
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and post graduate conversion courses the key facts series provides the simplest
and most effective way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to
pass your exams effortlessly key features include diagrams at the start of chapters
to summarise the key points structured heading levels to allow for clear recall of
the main facts charts and tables to break down more complex information new to
these editions is an improved text design making the books easier to read and the
facts easier to retain key facts books are supported by the website unlockingthelaw
co uk where you will find extensive revision materials including mcqs and key q as
key facts is the essential revision series for anyone studying law including llb ilex
and post graduate conversion courses the key facts series provides the simplest
and most effective way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to
pass your exams effortlessly key features include diagrams at the start of chapters
to summarise the key points structured heading levels to allow for clear recall of
the main facts charts and tables to break down more complex information new to
these editions is an improved text design making the books easier to read and the
facts easier to retain key facts books are supported by the website unlockingthelaw
co uk where you will find extensive revision materials including mcqs and key q as
key facts is the essential revision series for anyone studying law including llb ilex
and post graduate conversion courses the key facts series provides the simplest
and most effective way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to
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pass your exams effortlessly key features include diagrams at the start of chapters
to summarise the key points structured heading levels to allow for clear recall of
the main facts charts and tables to break down more complex information new to
these editions is an improved text design making the books easier read and the
facts easier to retain key facts books are supported by the website unlockingthelaw
co uk where you will find extensive revision materials including mcqs and key q as
the key facts series is a powerful revision aid for all law students and has strong
author credentials with a reputation for clarity and accessibility it is written with
the needs of a level and undergraduate law students in mind over 50 000 titles in
the series have been sold since its launch in september 2001 the series is written
and edited by an expert team of authors including examiners barristers and
lecturers specifically with the student in mind and is suitable for a broad range of
law courses criminal law is a core subject within law degrees and the most popular
option at a2 this second edition has been fully updated following recent changes in
the law to meet the current requirements of students key facts is the essential
revision series for anyone studying law including llb ilex and post graduate
conversion courses the key facts series provides the simplest and most effective
way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to pass your exams
effortlessly key features include diagrams at the start of chapters to summarise the
key points structured heading levels to allow for clear recall of the main facts
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charts and tables to break down more complex information new to these editions is
an improved text design making the books easier to read and the facts easier to
retain key facts books are supported by the website unlockingthelaw co uk where
you will find extensive revision materials including mcqs and key q as key cases
has been specifically written for students studying law it is an essential revision
tool to be used alone or with the partner key facts book in order to ensure a
thorough knowledge of core cases for any given law topic understanding essential
and leading cases fully is a vital part of the study of law the format style and
explanations of key cases will ensure you have this understanding the series is
written and edited by an expert team of authors whose experience means they
know exactly what is required in a revision aid they include lecturers and
barristers who have brought their expertise and knowledge to the series to make it
user friendly and accessible key features include essential and leading cases
explained user friendly layout and style cases broken down into key components by
use of clear symbol system pocket sized and easily portable highly regarded
authors and editors key facts is the essential series for anyone studying law
including llb ilex and post graduate conversion courses key facts provides the
simplest and most effective way for you to memorise and absorb the essential facts
needed to pass your exams key features user friendly layout and style diagrams
charts and tables to illustrate key points summary charts at a basic level followed
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by more detailed explanations to aid revision at every level additional high quality
revision material is provided on the interactive website unlockingthelaw co uk key
facts is the essential revision series for anyone studying law including llb ilex and
post graduate conversion courses the key facts series provides the simplest and
most effective way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to pass
your exams effortlessly key features include diagrams at the start of chapters to
summarise the key points structured heading levels to allow for clear recall of the
main facts charts and tables to break down more complex information new to these
editions is an improved text design making the books easier to read and the facts
easier to retain key facts books are supported by the website unlockingthelaw co
uk where you will find extensive revision materials including mcqs and key q as
aimed at a level and degree level students this revision tool covers the major
details of company law including company formation corporate personality shares
directors duties takeovers mergers and corporate collapse key facts has been
specially written for students studying law it is the essential revision tool for a
broad range of law courses the series is written and edited by an expert team of
authors whose experience means they know exactly what is required in a revision
aid they include examiners barristers and lecturers who have brought their
expertise and knowledge to the series to make it user friendly and accessible key
features include user friendly layout and style diagrams charts and tables to
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illustrate key points summary charts at a basic level followed by more detailed
explanations to aid revision at every level pocket sized and easily portable highly
regarded authors the key cases series provides a portable and effective way for
you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to pass your exams effortlessly
the key cases series provides a portable and effective way for you to absorb and
retain the essential facts needed to pass your exams effortlessly key features
include diagrams to summarise the key points expert selection of cases
recognisable and memorable elements including the key facts key law key
principles key judgments key comments and key problems as appropriate in each
case cases for comparison and contrast are highlighted to illustrate alternative
opinions and perspectives supporting resources are available at unlockingthelaw
co uk where you will find extensiv key facts is the essential revision series for
anyone studying law including llb ilex and post graduate conversion courses the
key facts series provides the simplest and most effective way for you to absorb and
retain the essential facts needed to pass your exams effortlessly key features
include diagrams at the start of chapters to summarise the key points structured
heading levels to allow for clear recall of the main facts charts and tables to break
down more complex information new to these editions is an improved text design
making the books easier to read and the facts easier to retain key facts books are
supported by the website unlockingthelaw co uk where you will find extensive
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revision materials including mcqs and key q as key facts key cases constitutional
and administrative law will ensure you grasp the main concepts of your
constitutional and administrative law module with ease this book explains the facts
and associated case law for the european court of human rights and the uk
supreme court devolution human rights law eu membership international law in
the uk constitution key facts key cases is the essential series for anyone studying
law at llb postgraduate and conversion courses the series provides the simplest
and most effective way to absorb and retain all of the material essential for passing
your exams each chapter includes diagrams at the start of chapters to summarise
key points structured headings and numbered points to allow for clear recall of the
essential points charts and tables to break down more complex information
chapters are also supported by a key cases section which provides the simplest and
most effective way to absorb and memorise essential cases needed for exam
success essential and leading cases are explained the style layout and explanations
are user friendly cases are broken down into key components by use of a clear
system of symbols for quick and easy visual recognition key facts is the essential
revision series for anyone studying law including llb ilex and post graduate
conversion courses the key facts series provides the simplest and most effective
way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to pass your exams
effortlessly key features include diagrams at the start of chapters to summarise the
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key points structured heading levels to allow for clear recall of the main facts
charts and tables to break down more complex information new to these editions is
an improved text design making the books easier to read and the facts easier to
retain key facts books are supported by the website unlockingthelaw co uk where
you will find extensive revision materials including mcqs and key q as key facts is
the essential series for anyone studying law including llb ilex and post graduate
conversion courses key facts provides the simplest and most effective way for you
to memorise and absorb the essential facts needed to pass your exams key features
user friendly layout and style diagrams charts and tables to illustrate key points
summary charts at a basic level followed by more detailed explanations to aid
revision at every level additional high quality revision material is provided on the
interactive website unlockingthelaw co uk the key cases series provides a portable
and effective way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to pass
your exams effortlessly
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key facts is the essential revision series for anyone studying law including llb ilex
and post graduate conversion courses the key facts series provides the simplest
and most effective way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to
pass your exams effortlessly key features include diagrams at the start of chapters
to summarise the key points structured heading levels to allow for clear recall of
the main facts charts and tables to break down more complex information new to
these editions is an improved text design making the books easier to read and the
facts easier to retain key facts books are supported by the website unlockingthelaw
co uk where you will find extensive revision materials including mcqs and key q as

Key Facts
2011

the facts at your fingertips key facts provides the simplest and most effective way
for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to pass your exams
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effortlessly

Key Facts Company Law
2013-02-01

key facts is the essential revision series for anyone studying law including llb ilex
and post graduate conversion courses the key facts series provides the simplest
and most effective way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to
pass your exams effortlessly key features include diagrams at the start of chapters
to summarise the key points structured heading levels to allow for clear recall of
the main facts charts and tables to break down more complex information new to
these editions is an improved text design making the books easier read and the
facts easier to retain key facts books are supported by the website unlockingthelaw
co uk where you will find extensive revision materials including mcqs and key q as
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key facts is the essential revision series for anyone studying law this informative
third edition of employment law provides the simplest and most effective way for
you to absorb and retain the essential facts associated with this specific area of
law
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key facts is the essential revision series for anyone studying law including llb ilex
and post graduate conversion courses the key facts series provides the simplest
and most effective way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to
pass your exams effortlessly key features include diagrams at the start of chapters
to summarise the key points structured heading levels to allow for clear recall of
the main facts charts and tables to break down more complex information new to
these editions is an improved text design making the books easier to read and the
facts easier to retain key facts books are supported by the website unlockingthelaw
co uk where you will find extensive revision materials including mcqs and key q as
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the law at your fingertips

Key Facts Company Law, 4th Edition BRI
2012-06-29

key facts has been specifically written for students studying law it is the essential
revision tool for a broad range of law courses from a level to degree level
consumer law is also relevant to courses for trading standards officers and many
business studies courses the series is written and edited by an expert team of
authors whose experience means they know exactly what is required in a revision
aid they include examiners barristers and lecturers who have brought their
expertise and knowledge to the series to make it user friendly and accessible
chapters include the character of consumer contracts consumer protection in
contract law contracts for sale of goods unsolicited goods distance selling
contracts to provide services protection under the law of tort exemption clauses
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unfair terms in consumer contracts the consumer protection act 1987 criminal law
as a means of consumer protection consumer finance trade descriptions act 1968
misleading proce indications regulating advertising insurance holidays food

Key Facts: Consumer Law
2013-03-07

key facts is the essential revision series for anyone studying law including llb ilex
and post graduate conversion courses the key facts series provides the simplest
and most effective way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to
pass your exams effortlessly key features include diagrams at the start of chapters
to summarise the key points structured heading levels to allow for clear recall of
the main facts charts and tables to break down more complex information new to
these editions is an improved text design making the books easier to read and the
facts easier to retain key facts books are supported by the website unlockingthelaw
co uk where you will find extensive revision materials including mcqs and key q as
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key facts has been specifically written for students studying law this essential
revision guide will be suitable for all students taking jurisprudence at
undergraduate level written and edited by an expert team of authors whose
experience means they know exactly what is required in a revision aid they include
examiners barristers and lecturers they have brought their expertise and
knowledge to the series to make it user friendly and accessible key features
include user friendly layout and style diagrams charts and tables to illustrate key
points summary charts at a basic level followed by more detailed explanations to
aid revision at every level pocket sized and easily portable highly regarded authors
jurisprudence includes natural law legal positivism utilitarianism historical
jurisprudence marxism sociology of law legal realism critical legal studies concepts

Key Facts: Jurisprudence
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key facts has been specially written for students studying law it is the essential
revision tool for a broad range of law courses the series is written and edited by an
expert team of authors whose experience means they know exactly what is
required in a revision aid they include examiners barristers and lecturers who have
brought their expertise and knowledge to the series to make it user friendly and
accessible key features include user friendly layout and style diagrams charts and
tables to illustrate key points summary charts at a basic level followed by more
detailed explanations to aid revision at every level pocket sized and easily portable
highly regarded authors

Key Facts: Intellectual Property
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key facts is the essential revision series for anyone studying law including llb ilex
and post graduate conversion courses the key facts series provides the simplest
and most effective way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to
pass your exams effortlessly key features include diagrams at the start of chapters
to summarise the key points structured heading levels to allow for clear recall of
the main facts charts and tables to break down more complex information new to
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these editions is an improved text design making the books easier to read and the
facts easier to retain key facts books are supported by the website unlockingthelaw
co uk where you will find extensive revision materials including mcqs and key q as

Key Facts Criminal Law
2010

key facts key cases criminal law will ensure you grasp the main concepts of your
criminal law module with ease this book explains the facts and associated case law
for the important concepts of actus reus mens rea and strict liability the main fatal
and non fatal offences against the person a wide range of property offences
general defences the topics of participation and inchoate offences key facts key
cases is the essential series for anyone studying law at llb postgraduate and
conversion courses the series provides the simplest and most effective way to
absorb and retain all of the material essential for passing your exams each chapter
includes diagrams at the start of chapters to summarise key points structured
headings and numbered points to allow for clear recall of the essential points
charts and tables to break down more complex information chapters are also
supported by a key cases section which provides the simplest and most effective
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way to absorb and memorise essential cases needed for exam success essential
and leading cases are explained the style layout and explanations are user friendly
cases are broken down into key components by use of a clear system of symbols for
quick and easy visual recognition

Criminal Law
2014-01-03

key facts is the essential revision series for anyone studying law the key facts
series provides the simplest and most effective way for you to absorb and retain
the essential facts needed to pass your exams effortlessly key features include
diagrams at the start of chapters to summarise the key points structured heading
levels to allow for clear recall of the main facts charts and tables to break down
more complex information new to these editions is an improved text design making
the books easier read and the facts easier to retain
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Company Law
2011

key facts is the essential revision series for anyone studying law including llb ilex
and post graduate conversion courses the key facts series provides the simplest
and most effective way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to
pass your exams effortlessly key features include diagrams at the start of chapters
to summarise the key points structured heading levels to allow for clear recall of
the main facts charts and tables to break down more complex information new to
these editions is an improved text design making the books easier to read and the
facts easier to retain key facts books are supported by the website unlockingthelaw
co uk where you will find extensive revision materials including mcqs and key q as

Key Facts Criminal Law, Fourth Edition
2013-09-05

key factsis the essential revision series for anyone studying law including llb ilex
and post graduate conversion courses the key facts series provides the simplest
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and most effective way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to
pass your exams effortlessly key features include diagrams at the start of chapters
to summarise the key points structured heading levels to allow for clear recall of
the main facts charts and tables to break down more complex information new to
these editions is an improved text design making the books easier read and the
facts easier to retain key factsbooks are supported by the website unlockingthelaw
co uk where you will find extensive revision materials including mcqs and key q as

Constitutional & Administrative Law
2016-03-31

key facts is the essential revision series for anyone studying law including llb ilex
and post graduate conversion courses the key facts series provides the simplest
and most effective way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to
pass your exams effortlessly key features include diagrams at the start of chapters
to summarise the key points structured heading levels to allow for clear recall of
the main facts charts and tables to break down more complex information new to
these editions is an improved text design making the books easier to read and the
facts easier to retain key facts books are supported by the website unlockingthelaw
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co uk where you will find extensive revision materials including mcqs and key q as

Key Facts Land Law, Bri
2019-12-20

key facts key cases contract law will ensure you grasp the main concepts of your
contract law module with ease this book explains in concise and straightforward
terms the rules regarding formation of contracts the contents of a contract
vitiating factors factors which invalidate an otherwise validly formed contract the
rules on discharge of contractual obligations available remedies key facts key
cases is the essential series for anyone studying law at llb postgraduate and
conversion courses and professional courses such as ilex the series provides the
simplest and most effective way to absorb and retain all of the material essential
for passing your exams each chapter includes diagrams at the start of chapters to
summarise key points structured headings and numbered points to allow for clear
recall of the essential points charts and tables to break down more complex
information where relevant chapters also contain a key cases section which
provides the simplest and most effective way to absorb and memorise essential
cases needed for exam success essential and leading cases are explained the style
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layout and explanations are user friendly cases are broken down into key
components by use of a clear system of symbols for quick and easy visual
recognition

Contract Law
2013-12-17

key facts key cases constitutional administrative law will ensure you grasp the
main concepts of your constitutional administrative law module with ease this book
explains the facts and associated case law for the european court of human rights
and the uk supreme court devolution human rights law eu membership
international law in the uk constitution key facts key cases is the essential series
for anyone studying law at llb postgraduate and conversion courses the series
provides the simplest and most effective way to absorb and retain all of the
material essential for passing your exams each chapter includes diagrams at the
start of chapters to summarise key points structured headings and numbered
points to allow for clear recall of the essential points charts and tables to break
down more complex information chapters are also supported by a key cases
section which provides the simplest and most effective way to absorb and
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memorise essential cases needed for exam success essential and leading cases are
explained the style layout and explanations are user friendly cases are broken
down into key components by use of a clear system of symbols for quick and easy
visual recognition

Constitutional and Administrative Law
2015-10-23

the key cases series provides a portable and effective way for you to absorb and
retain the essential facts needed to pass your exams effortlessly

Key Facts Contract Law, 4th Edition BRI
2012-06-29

key facts is the essential revision series for anyone studying law including llb ilex
and post graduate conversion courses the key facts series provides the simplest
and most effective way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to
pass your exams effortlessly key features include diagrams at the start of chapters
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to summarise the key points structured heading levels to allow for clear recall of
the main facts charts and tables to break down more complex information new to
these editions is an improved text design making the books easier read and the
facts easier to retain key facts books are supported by the website unlockingthelaw
co uk where you will find extensive revision materials including mcqs and key q as

Key Cases: Criminal Law
2013-11-12

key facts is the essential revision series for anyone studying law including llb ilex
and post graduate conversion courses the key facts series provides the simplest
and most effective way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to
pass your exams effortlessly key features include diagrams at the start of chapters
to summarise the key points structured heading levels to allow for clear recall of
the main facts charts and tables to break down more complex information new to
these editions is an improved text design making the books easier to read and the
facts easier to retain key facts books are supported by the website unlockingthelaw
co uk where you will find extensive revision materials including mcqs and key q as
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Key Facts Evidence
2013-02-01

key facts is the essential revision series for anyone studying law including llb ilex
and post graduate conversion courses the key facts series provides the simplest
and most effective way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to
pass your exams effortlessly key features include diagrams at the start of chapters
to summarise the key points structured heading levels to allow for clear recall of
the main facts charts and tables to break down more complex information new to
these editions is an improved text design making the books easier to read and the
facts easier to retain key facts books are supported by the website unlockingthelaw
co uk where you will find extensive revision materials including mcqs and key q as

Key Facts English Legal System
2014-04-08

key facts is the essential revision series for anyone studying law including llb ilex
and post graduate conversion courses the key facts series provides the simplest
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and most effective way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to
pass your exams effortlessly key features include diagrams at the start of chapters
to summarise the key points structured heading levels to allow for clear recall of
the main facts charts and tables to break down more complex information new to
these editions is an improved text design making the books easier read and the
facts easier to retain key facts books are supported by the website unlockingthelaw
co uk where you will find extensive revision materials including mcqs and key q as

Key Facts EU Law
2014-04-08

the key facts series is a powerful revision aid for all law students and has strong
author credentials with a reputation for clarity and accessibility it is written with
the needs of a level and undergraduate law students in mind over 50 000 titles in
the series have been sold since its launch in september 2001 the series is written
and edited by an expert team of authors including examiners barristers and
lecturers specifically with the student in mind and is suitable for a broad range of
law courses criminal law is a core subject within law degrees and the most popular
option at a2 this second edition has been fully updated following recent changes in
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the law to meet the current requirements of students

Key Facts: Constitutional & Administrative Law
2013-03-07

key facts is the essential revision series for anyone studying law including llb ilex
and post graduate conversion courses the key facts series provides the simplest
and most effective way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to
pass your exams effortlessly key features include diagrams at the start of chapters
to summarise the key points structured heading levels to allow for clear recall of
the main facts charts and tables to break down more complex information new to
these editions is an improved text design making the books easier to read and the
facts easier to retain key facts books are supported by the website unlockingthelaw
co uk where you will find extensive revision materials including mcqs and key q as

Key Facts: Family Law 2nd Edition BRI
2012-07-27
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key cases has been specifically written for students studying law it is an essential
revision tool to be used alone or with the partner key facts book in order to ensure
a thorough knowledge of core cases for any given law topic understanding
essential and leading cases fully is a vital part of the study of law the format style
and explanations of key cases will ensure you have this understanding the series is
written and edited by an expert team of authors whose experience means they
know exactly what is required in a revision aid they include lecturers and
barristers who have brought their expertise and knowledge to the series to make it
user friendly and accessible key features include essential and leading cases
explained user friendly layout and style cases broken down into key components by
use of clear symbol system pocket sized and easily portable highly regarded
authors and editors

Criminal Law
2004-04

key facts is the essential series for anyone studying law including llb ilex and post
graduate conversion courses key facts provides the simplest and most effective
way for you to memorise and absorb the essential facts needed to pass your exams
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key features user friendly layout and style diagrams charts and tables to illustrate
key points summary charts at a basic level followed by more detailed explanations
to aid revision at every level additional high quality revision material is provided
on the interactive website unlockingthelaw co uk

Key Facts Land Law, BRI
2013-03-07

key facts is the essential revision series for anyone studying law including llb ilex
and post graduate conversion courses the key facts series provides the simplest
and most effective way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to
pass your exams effortlessly key features include diagrams at the start of chapters
to summarise the key points structured heading levels to allow for clear recall of
the main facts charts and tables to break down more complex information new to
these editions is an improved text design making the books easier to read and the
facts easier to retain key facts books are supported by the website unlockingthelaw
co uk where you will find extensive revision materials including mcqs and key q as
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Key Cases: Evidence
2013-09-05

aimed at a level and degree level students this revision tool covers the major
details of company law including company formation corporate personality shares
directors duties takeovers mergers and corporate collapse

Key Facts
2008

key facts has been specially written for students studying law it is the essential
revision tool for a broad range of law courses the series is written and edited by an
expert team of authors whose experience means they know exactly what is
required in a revision aid they include examiners barristers and lecturers who have
brought their expertise and knowledge to the series to make it user friendly and
accessible key features include user friendly layout and style diagrams charts and
tables to illustrate key points summary charts at a basic level followed by more
detailed explanations to aid revision at every level pocket sized and easily portable
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highly regarded authors

Key Facts Equity & Trusts, Third Edition
2013-02-01

the key cases series provides a portable and effective way for you to absorb and
retain the essential facts needed to pass your exams effortlessly

Key Facts
2007-09-28

the key cases series provides a portable and effective way for you to absorb and
retain the essential facts needed to pass your exams effortlessly key features
include diagrams to summarise the key points expert selection of cases
recognisable and memorable elements including the key facts key law key
principles key judgments key comments and key problems as appropriate in each
case cases for comparison and contrast are highlighted to illustrate alternative
opinions and perspectives supporting resources are available at unlockingthelaw
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co uk where you will find extensiv

Key Facts: Intellectual Property
2013-03-07

key facts is the essential revision series for anyone studying law including llb ilex
and post graduate conversion courses the key facts series provides the simplest
and most effective way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to
pass your exams effortlessly key features include diagrams at the start of chapters
to summarise the key points structured heading levels to allow for clear recall of
the main facts charts and tables to break down more complex information new to
these editions is an improved text design making the books easier to read and the
facts easier to retain key facts books are supported by the website unlockingthelaw
co uk where you will find extensive revision materials including mcqs and key q as

Key Cases: Contract Law
2014-02-04
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key facts key cases constitutional and administrative law will ensure you grasp the
main concepts of your constitutional and administrative law module with ease this
book explains the facts and associated case law for the european court of human
rights and the uk supreme court devolution human rights law eu membership
international law in the uk constitution key facts key cases is the essential series
for anyone studying law at llb postgraduate and conversion courses the series
provides the simplest and most effective way to absorb and retain all of the
material essential for passing your exams each chapter includes diagrams at the
start of chapters to summarise key points structured headings and numbered
points to allow for clear recall of the essential points charts and tables to break
down more complex information chapters are also supported by a key cases
section which provides the simplest and most effective way to absorb and
memorise essential cases needed for exam success essential and leading cases are
explained the style layout and explanations are user friendly cases are broken
down into key components by use of a clear system of symbols for quick and easy
visual recognition
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Key Cases: EU Law
2011

key facts is the essential revision series for anyone studying law including llb ilex
and post graduate conversion courses the key facts series provides the simplest
and most effective way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts needed to
pass your exams effortlessly key features include diagrams at the start of chapters
to summarise the key points structured heading levels to allow for clear recall of
the main facts charts and tables to break down more complex information new to
these editions is an improved text design making the books easier to read and the
facts easier to retain key facts books are supported by the website unlockingthelaw
co uk where you will find extensive revision materials including mcqs and key q as

Key Facts English Legal System
2010

key facts is the essential series for anyone studying law including llb ilex and post
graduate conversion courses key facts provides the simplest and most effective
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way for you to memorise and absorb the essential facts needed to pass your exams
key features user friendly layout and style diagrams charts and tables to illustrate
key points summary charts at a basic level followed by more detailed explanations
to aid revision at every level additional high quality revision material is provided
on the interactive website unlockingthelaw co uk

Constitutional and Administrative Law
2017-10-06

the key cases series provides a portable and effective way for you to absorb and
retain the essential facts needed to pass your exams effortlessly

Key Facts Tort
2013-03-07
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Key Facts: Human Rights, 2nd Edition
2013-03-07

Key Cases: Equity & Trusts
2013-11-12
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